Flavio Pacino

2016 - 2020

Un lavoro di squadra - tree root and acrylic resins, 2019
installation view from the exhibition Hortus Conclusus at Fondazione Lac O Le mon, Lecce (Italy)

Under pvc months - digital video 6’13”, New York (US), 2019-20 w/ Costanza Battaglini
LINK VIDEO - https://youtu.be/Zb9xGLTlVmc

The work is the result of a video-diary made in three months of residence in New York, working in the studio of the iconic
designer Gaetano Pesce. The video is a reflection on the binomial nature-plastic (his favourite material) and on where one
begins and the other ends. The text, which accompanies the succession of everyday scenes, contains a series of poetic
considerations on the period spent in New York City between nature and artificiality, through the eyes of two foreigners.

Replicare il mare - digital video 2’58”, Madrid (ES), 2020 w/ Costanza Battaglini
LINK VIDEO - https://youtu.be/ERndtedzVr0

The work on the video-diary continues, telling an impression lived during the quarantine period spent in Madrid. The
randomness with which catches us a suggestion, starting from unpremeditated actions, has led us to think about how the
situation of confinement has led to the elaboration of sensations and visions as a way to escape. Text and images evoke
a reality imbued with memories, but not hiding an intention to the future accompanied by magical rituals, in the mysterious
regrowth of a nature on the edge of the surreal.

From the series Innesti - catalpa bignonioides seeds and acrylic resins, variable dimensions, 2019
installations view from the exhibition Marcovaldo at Le Houloc, Paris (France)
curated by Anna Battiston and Léa Hodencq

In a near future, plastic grows automatically from any natural process. Some of its fruits will not be able to stand without
these artificial prosthesis.

From the series Innesti - catalpa bignonioides seeds and acrylic resins, variable dimensions, 2019
installations view from the exhibition Marcovaldo at Le Houloc, Paris (France)
curated by Anna Battiston and Léa Hodencq

From the series Innesti - natural plant and acrylic
resins, variable dimensions, 2020

From the series Innesti - natural plant and acrylic
resins, variable dimensions, 2020

In a near future, plastic grows automatically from any natural process.
Some of its fruits will not be able to stand without these artificial prosthesis.

From the series Innesti - catalpa bignonioides
seeds and acrylic resins, variable dimensions, 2019

From the series Innesti - natural plant and acrylic
resins, variable dimensions, 2019

In a near future, plastic grows automatically from any natural process.
Some of its fruits will not be able to stand without these artificial prosthesis.

Occhio aperto: la rabbia è lieve - vegetal elements
and wax on plexiglass, 21x29.7 cm each, 2019

Collection of vegetable elements deposited in wax that reproduce emoji
faces. Communication through the use of technologies has led to an
extreme synthesis also in the outsourcing of complex emotional states. It
has become much easier to hide our fragility or simply our boredom behind
a smiling yellow face. With our work we present a series of widely read
expressions, created with the use of plant elements. In this case our goal
is to draw from nature as if it were a keyboard thanks to which we created
a series of emojis, which unlike the list of emoticons on the device, has
found a comfortable comfort in its limit, it will never be able to approach the
complexity of the reality of human expression. with/ Costanza Battaglini

Occhio aperto: la rabbia è lieve - vegetal elements
and wax on plexiglass, 21x29.7 cm each, 2019

Come rompersi il piede destro - palm leaf wood and acrylic resins, variable dimensions, 2019
installation view from the exhibition Hortus Conclusus at Fondazione Lac O Le mon, Lecce (Italy)

Grandma’s plant - leaves and flowers on wall,
ambient size, 2019

The flowers used are extracted from the collection of our botanical diaries,
the plant elements now flattened to their two-dimensionality, are assembled
in order to create a spatial composition that imitates the nature of shadow.
Following the surfaces and edges of the wall, the work reminds the natural
processes of sedimentation, by creating an optical illusion that is always
different depending on the point of view. with/ Costanza Battaglini

Grandma’s plant - leaves and flowers on wall, ambient size, 2019

Grandma’s plant - leaves and flowers on wall, ambient size, 2019

Grandma’s plant - leaves and flowers on wall,
ambient size, 2019

Grandma’s plant - leaves and flowers on wall,
ambient size, 2019

Un materiale veramente adattabile - elastic bands in glazed ceramic, 35x55x25 cm, 2019
exhibitited at Artemisia, aromatic garden, Modena (Italy)
curated by Alessandro Mescoli

The sculpture highlights the plastic characteristics of clay by reproducing the shape, size and stacking a several numbers
of rubber bands.

Po - wood and acrylic resins, ambient size, 2018
Fluire - wood and acrylic resins, ambient size, 2018
exhibition view from Superfici iniziali at Adiacenze, Bologna (Italy)

Starting from nature and some simple concepts of analytical geometry, Pacino, advances his research on signs and materials
in a mental process developed through layers. Superfici Iniziali aspires to a primordial condition, a sort of impossible
regression towards an unspoiled nature. [...] The different origins of the materials used are a clear symptom, but the
instability between nature and artifice can also be found in Pacino’s planned conscious, which approaches the exhibition
space as a mental place elaborated by means of a software.

Po - wood and acrylic resins, ambient size, 2018
from the exhibition Superfici iniziali at Adiacenze, Bologna (Italy)

So di pelle - wood, oil pastel and graphite on pvc - 21x29,7cm - 2018
Fluire - wood and acrylic resins, ambient size, 2018
from the exhibition Superfici iniziali at Adiacenze, Bologna (Italy)

La stagione delle stelle filanti - oil pastels and graphite under pvc
and tnt fabrics, 30x35 cm, 2017-18
from the exhibition Sull’adattabilità 05 at Vaku Project Space,
Bergamo (Italy) curated by Alberto Ceresoli

The visual result of the picture is achieved by overlapping different
layers of PVC and TNT thanks to their transparency. The layers are
drawn and positioned at different times of the year of production and
in relation to each new exhibition and/or acquisition.

Finding home shapes - oil pastels and graphite under pvc and tnt
fabrics, 40x50 cm, 2018

Giacinti - oil pastels and graphite under pvc and tnt fabrics,
30x35 cm, 2017-18

The visual result of the picture is achieved by overlapping different
layers of PVC and TNT thanks to their transparency. The layers are
drawn and positioned at different times of the year of production and
in relation to each new exhibition and/or acquisition.

From the series Sobre os ventos - wood, sand and acrylic resins, variable dimensions, 2018
installation view from Sobre os ventos at Banco de Portugal, Galeria Municipal de Leiria (Portugal)
curated by Nuno Sousa Vieira

The exhibition is the result of an artistic residence realized in the city of Leiria working directly with the raw materials present
in the place. The shapes of the wood are the result of pruning while the sand is present in all the streets of Leiria due to the
ocean winds.

From the series Sobre os ventos - wood, sand and acrylic resins,
variable dimensions, 2018 from the exhibion Sobre os ventos at Banco
de Portugal, Galeria Municipal de Leiria (Portugal) curated by Nuno
Sousa Vieira

Sull’adattabilità 04 - adaptable modular sculpture, wood and acrylic
resins 21(m) long, 2017-18
from the exhibition 21 metri+(17) at Artforms, Prato (Italy)
curated by Pamela Gori, Dominique Morellet and Rachel Morellet

Sull’adattabilità is a modular sculpture that is reconstructed in different
ways depending on where it is exhibited. Its resulting configuration is
related to the exhibition space, the temperature of the room (to create
the acrylic resin joints) and the time in which it is built.

Sull’adattabilità 01 - adaptable modular
sculpture, wood and acrylic resins
21(m) long, 2017-18

Sull’adattabilità 02 - adaptable modular
sculpture, wood and acrylic resins
21(m) long, 2017-18
installation view at Porto dell’Arte, Bologna
curated by Irene Angenica and
Davide Da Pieve

Sull’adattabilità 05 - adaptable modular sculpture,
wood and acrylic resins 21(m) long, 2017-18
from the exhibition Sull’adattabilità 05
at Vaku Project Space, Bergamo (Italy) curated by Alberto Ceresoli

Sull’adattabilità is a modular sculpture that is reconstructed in different
ways depending on where it is exhibited. Its resulting configuration is
related to the exhibition space, the temperature of the room (to create
the acrylic resin joints) and the time in which it is built.

Oggetto d’uso quotidiano - welding iron and spray paint, diam. 20 mm
190x100x100cm, 2016
from the exhibition La grandezza delle mani at P420 Gallery, Bologna
(Italy) curated by Lelio Aiello and Massimo Marchetti

Oggetto d’uso quotidiano - digital video 02’24” loop, 2016
from the exhibition La grandezza delle mani at P420 Gallery,
Bologna (Italy) curated by Lelio Aiello and Massimo Marchetti
LINK VIDEO - https://youtu.be/axF2BatS0H8

Oggetto d’uso quotidiano is a sculpture that changes its
configuration in relation to the weight of the clothes on it. The
sculpture is a metaphor for the weight of our clothes in this society.

Education

2016-2018 Master’s Degree in Visual Arts, Academy of Fine Arts of Bologna, Italy

2013-2016 Bachelor’s Degree in Communication and Product Design, ISIA Florence, Italy

Didactic lessons/workshop organized

2019 Da cosa nasce cosa(?) part 2, workshop at IAAD Design University, Turin (IT) realized in duo w/ C. Battaglini
Da cosa nasce cosa(?), workshop at IAAD Design University, Bologna (IT) realized in duo w/ C.Battaglini

Selected Solo Exhibitions

Publications

2020 Collected Poems - digital exhibition - Spazio CRAC, Modena (IT) - curated by Alessandro Mescoli

- Working Gallery performance at Salon 94 Design Gallery by Gaetano Pesce, New York (US), 2019

2021 Scenografia per un film che sembra fermo - Artigianelli, Florence (IT) in duo w/ Costanza Battaglini
2018 Superfici iniziali - Adiacenze, Bologna

Sull’adattabilità 05 - Vaku Project Space, Bergamo - curated by Alberto Ceresoli

Sobre os ventos - Banco de Portugal, Galeria Municipal, Leiria (PT) - curated by Nuno Sousa Vieira

2017 21 metri + (17) - Artforms, Prato - curated by Dominique Morellet, Rachel Morellet and Pamela Gori
Sull’adattabilità 02 - Porto dell’Arte, Bologna - curated by Irene Angenica and Davide Da Pieve

Selected Group Exhibitions

- Erbario emoji - drawings C.Battaglini, F. Pacino poems by K.Y. Abukar - ed. Ricognizioni sull’Arte, Modena (IT)
- Set design for Cabinet Of Wonders by Julia Morozova w/ Costanza Battaglini, 2019

- Martina Aiazzi Mancini, In conversazione con Flavio Pacino. Uno sguardo agli ultimi lavori, tra nuove consapevolezze e
digitalità, FORME UNICHE, 2018

- Autumn Exhibitions in Bologna: From white to colourful, ARTIFICIALIS.EU, 2018

- Flavio Pacino, Sull’adattabilità - Esercizi fotografici, 148x210 mm (A5) artist’s book, 2017
- Creactivity E-Magazine ‘13, exhibition catalogue, 2013

2021 Erbario emoji, condiviso - Traffic Festival, San Lorenzo in Campo (IT) in duo w/ Costanza Battaglini

Biography

2019 Artemisia - aromatic garden, Modena (IT) - curated by Alessandro Mescoli

svolgendo principalmente un’indagine sul rapporto tra l’elemento naturale e quello artificiale, sondandone i confini e

Dalle caviglie in giù - Parco dell’anima, Noto, Sicily (IT) in duo w/ Costanza Battaglini
Hortus Conclusus, Fondazione Lac o Le Mon, Lecce (IT)

Marcovaldo - Le Houloc, Aubervilliers - Paris (FR) - curated by Anna Battiston and Léa Hodencq

2018 Note di un silenzio, SPAZI 2018, Milano - curated by Irene Angenica in duo w/ Costanza Battaglini
2017 Artistic residency project Z.O.L.F.O, Padova - curated by cultural centre La Medusa
On_the_spot, Anomalie - Santa Croce, Macerata - curated by Michele Gentili
Lagolandia, S. Benedetto Val di Sambro - curated by Federica Fiumelli

Esercizi di stile - MAMbo museum, Bologna - curated by Francesca Manni, C. Francucci and V. Dehò

2016 Percorsi - Conservatorio G. B. Martini, Bologna - curated by Davide Rivalta
Arte nella Natura - Land installation, Pistoia - curated by Siliano Simoncini

La grandezza delle mani - P420, Bologna - curated by Lelio Aiello with Massimo Marchetti

SOURCE APP – Source Self Made Design, Design Week, Milan - curated by Roberto Rubini

IT - Il lavoro di Flavio Pacino (Firenze, 1993) si muove attraverso il disegno, media scultorei, installativi e video-installativi
possibilità future. Nel 2010 inizia i suoi studi di pittura nello studio dell’artista spagnolo Fran Bobadilla a Firenze, nel 2018
è assistente di Nuno Sousa Vieira a Leiria (PT) e a fine 2019 viene chiamato dallo studio di Gaetano Pesce a New York
per la realizzazione di specifici progetti a cavallo tra arte e design. Formatosi tra il campo del design e dell’arte visiva,

concentra la sua ricerca sul tema dello spazio e della natura riflettendo in termini razionali sul futuro di quest’ultima.		
			

EN - Flavio Pacino’s work moves through drawing, sculptural, installation and video-installation media, mainly

investigating the relationship between the natural and artificial elements, probing their boundaries and future possibilities.

In 2010 he began his painting studies in the studio of the spanish artist Fran Bobadilla in Florence, in 2018 he is assistant
to Nuno Sousa Vieira in Leiria (PT) and at the end of 2019 he is invited from Gaetano Pesce’s studio in New York for the

realization of specific projects between art and design. Trained in design and visual art fields, he focuses his research on
the theme of space and nature, reflecting in rational terms on the future of the latter.

Prizes

2016 First Classified, 3rd edition Roberto Daolio prize, “PLUTÔT LA VIE…PLUTÔT LA VILLE”
Residencies

2019 Hortus Conclusus, artistic residency with final exhibition at Fondazione Lac o Le Mon, Lecce (IT)
2018 Nuno Sousa Vieira studio, Leiria (PT)

2017 Artistic residency project Z.O.L.F.O, Padova (IT) - by cultural centre La Medusa

Contact

email: ciao@flaviopacino.com
IG: @flaviopacino

website: www.flaviopacino.com

